3rd Apex Life Inter School U12 Futsal Tournament
RULE AND REGULATION
1. 10 players will represent a team; 5 players will be on ground 5 will be on substitutions.
2. There will be unlimited “flying” substitutions
3. Game will be held in U-12 junior categories.
4. All the matches will be played on leagues cum knockout basis.
5. All team members must be bona fide students of the institution.
6. The game time will be two half of 15 minutes [stopped time] till league stage, 20 minutes from quarterfinal
and no extra time added. But direct penalty shootout.
7. Participating teams must arrange their own means of transportation, jersey, sports materials and medical
requirements.
8. Entry fee of NRS. 4500 [Rupees four thousand five hundred only] per team must be paid on the day of
submission of the participant’s entry form.
9. The decision of the organizing committee is final and abiding.
10. In case of protest the concerned team will have to submit a sum of Rs. 2500 along with the proof of the
nature of the protest. In case the protest is genuine the deposited sum of Rs. 2500 will be refunded,
however, if the protest is not genuine the deposited sum will have to be forfeited.
11. Team officials include manager or teacher and coach only, and must reach the venue at least half an hour
before starting of game of the respective team along with the team members.
12. No team will be allowed into the organizing school premises without being accompanied by the coach or
a responsible staff member. 25 – 30 students will be permitted to come and cheer their concerned team,
from the semifinal onwards however these students must be in school uniform otherwise they will not be
allowed into the school premises.
13. All entry forms are to be filled up according to specifications [name, photo, birth date] COMPULSARY. If
any forms are incomplete the concerned school will have to bear the sole responsibility in case any action
is taken by organizing committee. Once the tournament starts any incomplete forms cannot be filled in
and completed.
14. Once a player plays in any game, his name cannot be replaced at any cost.
15. Since we will be able to accommodate only 12 school team, the registration will be on a first come first
serve basis.
16. Winning and losing are parts of any game and any tournament. All matches are to be played in high spirit
of the game exhibiting mutual understanding, tolerance and respecting the prestige of the school they
represent.
17. The players must be 12 years or below, born as on 01 Poush 2063 [16 December 2006]. Teams have to
submit birth certificate of players with recommendation letters of school.
18. Tie sheet draw will be held on 28 Mangshir 2075, Friday, 4:00 p.m. at Apex Life School. Original birth
certificate of players is to be shown on the tie sheet day.
NOTE: For further information, please contact Mr. Stewart Pitts School in charge 9841336157.

